One of the noteworthy stories for the Iranian writers and painters is the story of Joseph and Zuleika. This story has elegantly been described many times in the poetry of Iranian famous poets and many painters have sought to illustrate this story. One of the themes of this story which has been considered in the present research is the party of Joseph and Zuleika in confronting with Egyptian women. Because the subject matter of this party has been Joseph's beauty and it has been confirmed by a large number of people. Therefore, the painters have tried to picture the most beautiful human being by using all visual techniques. This research studies the aesthetics of the The method of this research is comparative and content analysis. The paper refers to the written and illustrated sources. The statistical society, including six ceremonies of painting and drawing, has been analyzed from Safavid school till the contemporary art; also, painter artists of this circle have been introduced. Matching the theoretical findings with the men's most beautiful appearance manifested in the statue of majesty Joseph causes the acquisition of the embodied beauty symbols in the Iranian painting. In any of the circles, visual aesthetic dimensions and the manner of painting and drawing of the face of majesty Joseph as the beauty symbol for the men is considered. In addition to finding common features in different schools, the diversity of their perspectives is shown in different eras of Iranian painting by displaying the most beautiful symbols of the manly face.
Introduction
The changes of Iranian paintings from Safavid era to the contemporary era are considered as the important issues of the trends of the visual arts in Iran. This research is the representative of changes in painting the most beautiful human being that is the figure and face of Joseph.
By consulting to the related thesis and similar books; we found the lack of concentrated view on the Iranian-Islamic aesthetic symbols in the iconography. In one hand, the literary books regarding this written story refer more to the literary aspect and the artists of the visual field have often illustrated the story and ignored aesthetic dimensions of the circle as it should be.
The face of majesty Joseph as the most beautiful individual in the circle of Joseph and Zuleika in the different schools of Iranian painting can be a constant issue in order for measuring aesthetic symbols in the painting of beautiful manly body and face. In order for achieving these symbols, initially the questions were raised that whether it is possible to find a common aesthetic symbol in all different periods of Iranian painting which has displayed the most beautiful manly body and face? Or whether Joseph's beauty is expressible by a symbol or not? What is the relation has Joseph's beauty had with Safavid artistic schools and its following school?
In order to answer these questions, we described a part of this adventurous story in the poems of Nur ad-Dīn Abd ar-Rahmān Jāmī and at the end of this section and in table 1 and 2, beauty symbols and the used contradictions in the story of Joseph were mentioned from the perspective of Jāmī poetries; then it has been referred to the history of story's miniature from Safavid era to the contemporary era and finally visual symbols of aesthetics of the party of Joseph and Zuleika have been presented, documented and illustrated.
The objective of this research is obtaining theoretical and practical symbols of visual aesthetics and the manner of painting and designing the face of Joseph in different eras of Persian miniature which has been analyzed in table 4 and 5 and finally we came to conclusions.
Narrating the story of Joseph and Zuleika narrated by Persian poets
Life story of the prophet Joseph has always provoked the imagination of painters over many centuries. Nur ad-Dīn Abd ar-Rahmān Jāmī (1483) has raised this concept in his poetry and has matched it based on theology. In this way, Joseph was granted divine beauty and the story narrated the spirit of Sufism which started from the love to creature and ended in the annihilation in God. In spite of the fact that Islamic narrative of this story is very similar to whatever has been mentioned in Torah, none of the Muslim painters have imitated Christian
Pictures of its different scenes, but the poets in the way of composing this story have traversed the ways which is far from the narrative of Quran and Torah (Okasha 2001, page 146) . The story of Joseph and Zuleika is one of the best Mathnavis of Nur ad-Dīn Abd arRahmān Jāmī, one of the famous writers and speakers of the ninth century; and in the following, the beauty of Joseph is described in the poems of Jāmī:
He was young man whose body was replete with light; he was so beautiful that if he had entered into the paradise, the angles of the paradise would have been fond of him. He looked taller than cedar tree. His hair was hanged from his body like a chain. It made people and unable to think mad by watching it (Haft Awrang by Jāmī, 1999) .
The works of Jāmī as expected and also the story of Joseph and Zuleika for many times were considered for video performances. Illustrated versions of these works especially Joseph and Zuleika were supplied in a countless number (Poop, 1999, page 161) . (Pakbaz, 2004, page 93) .
Chehelsotuon mansion or Pergola is located in the middle of a big garden and it is the only remained palace from a collection of royal Palaces of the era of Shah Tahmasp. Walled paintings of the first floor of the mansion are a sample of the miniature art of the Ghazvin School and they have global fame (Hazrati, 2003, page 69) . This mansion in which some pale and almost disappeared and unknown painting wall is found is possibly the same building that Abdi Baig introduces it named Arshikhaneh. Visual paintings inside the building usually show banquet and musicianship scenes. These designs mostly have been painted inside the niches at the top of the wall (Sharif Zadeh, 2002, page 102 and 101) . One of the 8 pictures and screens and circles which has been painted in Chehelsotuon palace as it is described by masnavi is the circle of Zuleika and Egyptian women (Pakzad, 2002, page 14) . In this eighth There is a natural or architectural landscape in the background (Pakbaz, 2004, pp. 150-151) . The party of Zuleika and Joseph painting belonging to this period has not signed on behalf of the artist but the superficial characteristics of the work are very similar to the works of the Abolghasem, the painter. Abolghasem was master of simulation and makeup.
Party of the Joseph and Zuleika at the contemporary artists' paintings
A new era started at the Iran's painting history concurrent with the Constitutional Movement and its social and cultural consequences. The waves of the modernism, generated from the constitutional movement, severely changed the literature. The change was also inevitable in the painting. Generally, we can see for parallel trend in the contemporary painting of Iran:
academic painting, New painting, Ghahveh Khaneh painting 3 and modern painting (Pakbaz, 2004, pp.185-186) .
From among these four trends, we will discuss the aesthetic and visual analysis of the Joseph and Zuleika painting in the Ghahveh Khaneh painting school and modern painting. At first, we will give some information about the artists who have depicted this painting.
Mohammad Modabber, the prominent artist (Ghahveh khaneh painter 1890-1966)
Contrary to the academic painting and modern painting, Ghahveh Khaneh painting was developed outside of the field of official art. This art is a kind of narrative painting which was created by some amateur artists concurrent with constitutional movement and based on the traditions of the religious and popular art under the influence of the naturalistic method that was popular on that time. The popular religious painting in Iran dates back to the safavid era when the Shia religion was extensively developed in Iran. The painter usually paints the main figure larger than other secondary figures. He made use of certain iconic arbitrary signs to highlight positive or negative aspects of the figures. But despite of being bound to narrative painting, he never fails to make use of fantasy and allegory. The painter utilizes the perspective and embossing and depicts the pictures in a free style without directly using a model. The painters themselves name their works as (making imaginary) to be distinguished from the painters who were concerned with objective realities (Pakbaz, 2004, pp.198-202) .
The appearance of the Joseph and Zuleika painting shows that this painting has created by the prominent artist Modabbar, with so much care and consideration. It has painted based on the favorite ideals of the Hossein Gholler Aghasi. The design of the party is similar to the method of designing applied by the prominent artist Aghasi. For example, he has depicted the port of the party and has orderly painted the bondwomen at the sides of the painting. Green velvet of the golden bed carpet of the Zuleika has masterfully been dyed and the clothes of the servants and their jewelries have properly been decorated (Seif, 1990) .
Hossein Behzad (Iranian Painter, 1894-1968)
The approach of Behzad, based on the Isfahan school of art, clearly shows the importance of the designing and color limitation. Paying attention to the gestures and moods of the people, casting shadows, decreasing the details, choosing new subjects, and at times contemporary subjects are some cases in which this painter has deviated from the former painting principles.
He has adopted the perspective technique and observed the somatology principles from the European art and Monochromatic coloring from the traditional Chinese painting. But he has shown no creativity at applying the Iranian, European and Chinese traditions and even at his own strategies. Many other contemporary traditional painters also followed the same approach (Pakbaz, 2002, p. 105 
Klara Abkar (Iranian painter, 1915-1996)
She was originally from the Armenian people, living in Isfahan but she was born in Tehran.
He learned the painting method from the prominent painters such as Tajvidi, Taherzadeh, Behzd and Moghimi. He mostly followed the art school of Isfahan and mainly painted the party gatherings (Pakbaz, 2002, p. 2).
The method of Abkar was to utilize the geometry art motifs and Girih tiles in the painting. their best to paint their works similar to traditional Iranian painting. In the contemporary era, the painters let the natural elements to be ignored and a great number of figures are observed in the Zuleika party. And the painting of Hossein Behzad has highly manifested these qualities. We followed some objectives in this research. The primary objective was to achieve the aesthetic parameters of Iranian painting to present the most beautiful male complexion in the Joseph and Zuleika parties. Finally, the aesthetic indicators at designing and painting male figures were discussed at tables 4 and 5. we finally came to this conclusion that the female complexion is the most beautiful complexion for both man and woman figures, so the reason why artist have depicted a womanly complexion for the Joseph is that womanly complexion reflects the highest beauty and elegance. This elegance and beauty is the indicator that all periods of the Iranian painting have in common, and it has depicted the most beautiful manly complexion. Joseph complexion is the embodiment of the divine beauty and the women are the embodiment of the divine beauty as well. So, Joseph is the embodiment of the divine beauty in his youth and when he takes the political power in the middle ages and later part of his life, he holds both the divine beauty and divine glory of God.
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